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Wrapping Ring H (WR1050H, WR1400H) is a manual 
wrapping machine for wrapping in stretch film , which 
ensures the anonymity of packaged goods and 
protects it from dust and moisture. 

With the Wrapping Ring packaging machine 
(WR1050H, WR1400H), shipments will be faster and 
more efficient . Stretch wrapping with Wrapping Ring 
packaging machine (WR1050H, WR1400H) it 
becomes more economical and aesthe�c.

The model line of packaging machines WR1050 
(WR1400M) is based on our own design of the en�re 
construc�on and our own produc�on of these 
machines. 

Thanks to our rich experience in the field of profes-
sional packaging technologies, we have been able to 
create a perfect maintenance-free device in our 
design office, with which you will reliably pack 
shipments for dispatch for many years.
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WR1050T (WR1400T) is a motorized wrapping machine 
for packaging in black or clear stretch film , which 
ensures the anonymity of the packaged goods and 
protects it from dust and moisture. 

With the WR1050T (WR1400T) shipments will be faster 
and more efficient . Stretch film packaging becomes 
more economical and aesthe�c with the WR1050T 
(WR1400T). 

Wrapping �res or other round objects in stretch film 
becomes more economical and aesthe�c with the 
WR1050T (WR1400T). Thanks to the motorized wrap-
ping , the operator can pack shipments with minimal 
effort.�

Motorized

Package size

Stretch film thickness
Stretch film width
Inner tube diameter

250 mm
23 μm

50 mm
Max. diagonal 880 mm 
/ 250 mm 
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Motorized
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Dispensers for Adhesive Tape, Stretch Foil and Bubble 
Foil are used for wrapping, sealing and gluing card-
board boxes. They increase the produc�vity of the 
packaging and eliminate the waste of used materials.

These accessories can be installed on WR1050H / M / 
T Packaging Machines and have the following 
features:

The tape dispenser can be used with tapes that are 
48MM, 50MM or 75MM wide.
Stretch film dispensers can be used with stretch film 
with widths of 125MM or 500MM
Stretch film dispensers can be used with stretch film 
with widths of 125MM or 500MM

Op�onal accessories
for wrapping machines

STRETCH FILM, BUBBLE FOIL AND
ADHESIVE TAPE DISPENSER

•Made of metal•Being very resistant

•Helps save �me and effort•User friendly
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Stabilizers are accessories for manual or automa�c 
parcel wrapping machines and they provide stability 
to the equipment.
The advantage is that the car will not have to be fixed 
to the floor but at the same �me the stability offered 
remains the same.

FIXED AND MOBILE STABILIZERS

•Being very resistant•Stability

The stabilizers are available in two variants: fixed 
and mobile.

In the case of the mobile stabilizer, it also comes 
equipped with rubber wheels to move and use the 
equipment anywhere in the produc�on, ware-
house, etc.
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Worktops are accessories that make it easier to pack 
packages of different sizes. They are present in three 
variants:

Standard - for small / medium size boxes / packages

Long - for medium / large boxes / packages

Extended - for boxes / packages whose length 
exceeds 1000MM

Their assembly is simple, they sit down and will be 
fixed over the standard worktop with which the 
machine is equipped.

The advantage of these accessories is that they allow 
the packaging of different types of packages depend-
ing on the needs of each.

Op�onal accessories
for wrapping machines

WORKTOPS

•Made of metal•Being very resistant

•Helps save �me and effort•User friendly
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INATECH is a distributor of wide variety of 
packaging materials and equipment. We 
take pride in our ability to mantain a 
leading edge in an ever-changing industry. 
The quality of our equipment and our 
materials is reflec�ve of the suppliers we 
represent.

We bring together strong understanding of 
our customers and our packaging solu�ons 
to deliver not only superior value, but 
con�nuous service support for years to 
follow.

INATECH Packaging s.r.l.

INATECH Packaging s.r.l.


